Welcome Back, Fall 2015 by Ithaca College, Office of Energy Management and Sustainability
Keep up to date on sustainability 
with REMP
Like us on Facebook: REMP at 
Ithaca College
Follow us on Twitter: 
@ICEcoReps
Installment
YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL NEWSLETTER
DID YOU KNOW?
• Fall Semester 2014, we sent 2.4 
tons of trash to the landfill per 
day but, only recycled 0.8 tons 
per day. Choosing to purchase 
items with recyclable packaging 
and reusing items can reduce the 
college’s trash stream.
• The US has 5% of the world 
population but uses 1/4th of the 
world’s oil and 23% of the coal, 
mostly in electricity generation. 
Taking 5-minute showers and 
turning off and unplugging devices 
helps reduce electricity 
consumption.
• Americans used about 50 billion 
plastic water bottles last year 
and 38 billion end up in 
landfills. Using reusable water 
bottles reduces the energy needed 
to create plastic bottles and help 
prevent them ending up in 
landfills.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
COMPOSTING IN IC SQUARE:
Most items given to you in IC 
Square can be composted including: 
cups, napkins, paper lining, small 
food containers, and food scraps. 
Please check the signs above the 
sorting stations to properly sort 
your waste when finished. Compost and 
recycle bins with amounts of 
contaminants cannot be processed and 
will be sent to the landfill. 
E-Recycling: If you have broken 
electronic devices do not throw them 
WELCOME BACK!
The Resource and Environmental 
Management Program (REMP) now 
operates under the Office of Energy 
Management and Sustainability (OEMS)! 
In 2009, the College pledged to 
become climate neutral by 2050 with 
yearly benchmarks to mark progress 
towards this goal. To lead this 
effort, OEMS was created to manage 
the largest cause of greenhouse gas 
emissions, energy consumption. Much 
work has been done to energy systems 
on campus to minimize costly 
inefficiencies it is time for energy 
users to contribute.
Simple actions taken by students, 
faculty, and staff such as turning 
off appliances and unplugging them 
when not being used can reduce the 
college’s electricity consumption.
Campus-wide participation is 
important to help create an campus 
culture where sustainable actions are 
the norm. REMP will aid in creating a 
sustainable living and learning 
community on campus by working with 
students, faculty, and staff. 
Students can volunteer with REMP to 
become an Eco-Rep for their Community 
Council and promote sustainability in 
their residential cluster through 
programs and events. Everyone can 
WHAT’S SO SERIOUS?
Scientists recently discovered  that 
instruments monitoring the amount of 
methane leaked from power plants have 
been underestimating the actual 
amounts. Methane is a greenhouse gas 
that is 20 times worse than carbon 
dioxide. A device approved by the EPA 
to measure the amount of methane 
leaked form natural gas facilities 
failed to accurately measure the 
amount of leaked methane, leaving 
scientists and regulators unsure of 
how much methane has been put into the 
atmosphere. Due to this error, climate 
change may be occurring at a faster 
pace than previously estimated. This 
is devastating since  25% of all power 
generation comes from natural gas and 
is expected to rise. 
Most experts are predicting that 2015 
is on track to being the hottest year 
on record. National policies have been 
passed focused on reducing emissions 
but requires changes at a slower pace 
than current industry change. Because 
natural gas is inexpensive with 
estimated rise in consumption in the 
next few decades, government approved 
projects to expand gas exploration and 
infrastructure such as expanding 
methane storage in salt caverns under 
Seneca Lake. This storing technique 
resulted in 11 catastrophic failures 
resulting in deaths.
Natural gas is one subject of concern 
that contributes to climate change. 
Numerous other topics from waste to 
transportation all must be dealt with 
on a personal and institutional level 
if we hope to improve our effects on 
Fall 2015Volume
